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Hailing from the Netherlands, travel and lifestyle 
blogger Jacintha Verdegaal always knew she wanted to 
have an international career. While working towards 
her masters, she spent a year in Paris and did her 
internship as a journalist at the United Nations in New 
York. But when the plan didn’t fall into place right 
away, Jacintha took matters into her own hands. 

“In 2013, I decided I didn’t want to wait any longer, 
found a job at an international company and moved 
to London,” she says, adding that the migration also 
resulted in the creation of her new passion, blog 
Urban Pixxels.
 
I’VE ALWAYS BEEN INTERESTED IN 
PHOTOGRAPHY, but for many years I was just 
admiring other people’s work. The only time I’d take 
photos was on holidays and these snapshots really 
weren’t any good. In 2007, about two years after I’d 
started working at this big company, I realised I was 
missing a creative outlet. A cultural centre nearby was 
offering photography workshops, so I signed up for a 
beginner’s course (with my compact camera, I didn’t 
have a DSLR yet) and that was it. I was hooked.

I WAS FOLLOWING SOME BLOGGERS 
BEFORE I MOVED TO LONDON, and the thought 
had crossed my mind how fun it would be to have my 
own blog. I just had no idea what to blog about. So 
when I moved to London, I figured I could start by 
sharing my new London life with friends and family 
back home and have a place to collect my London 
tips. All the things I love doing, the photography, 
storytelling, even the techie side of designing your own 
website, is coming together when I’m working on my 
blog. But I didn’t have a bigger plan for what I wanted 
to do with it. 

PIXXEL 
PERFECT 
If you’re itching to do a little 
vicarious HOLIDAYING 
from your DESK, we’ve 
found just the PLACE… 
WORDS SELISE MCLAGGAN

I’VE BEEN BLOGGING FOR TWO AND A 
HALF YEARS NOW, and it’s only recently that 
more people and brands have started to notice. No 
overnight success, unfortunately... But since I didn’t 
have a clear vision of what I wanted to do with the blog 
when I started, I think it’s amazing to see what it’s 
already brought me. My photos have been published 
in magazines, people hire me to take photos for 
their projects and I get invited on great trips 
so I can share my experiences and photos 
on my blog and social media. 

FOR ME, I LIKE PHOTOS THAT 
TELL A STORY. Whether it’s the 
expression on someone’s face or the 
subtle presence of people when you’re 
photographing food, it needs to make 
me imagine what was happening when 
that shot was taken. I also like it when the 
subject clearly stands out from the rest, which 
is why I often use a large aperture (which creates 
a shallow depth of field) and a small lens (so you need 
to be close to your subject) in my photos. In terms of 
colours, I have a strong preference 
for black and white when it comes to 
artistic photos. But for storytelling 
about places to visit and where to 
eat, I prefer to keep the colours close 
to how I saw it. 

MY CAMERA: Nikon D750

FAVE LENSES: Nikon 35mm (people  
are less intimidated when they see  
you with a smaller lens), Nikon 50mm 
(my go-to lens most of the time),  
Nikon 85mm (the portrait lens), Nikon 
28-300mm (the perfect travel lens if 
you only want to bring one).

FLASH: Nikon SB-900

BLOGS I LOVE: Food and lifestyle 
blogs include Anne’s Kitchen, A 
Beautiful Mess, Bleubird, Candids by 
Jo, Love Taza and Mondomulia. Travel 
and expat blogs include A Lady in 
London, Adventures of a London Kiwi, 
Jess-On-Thames, Lines of Escape, Oh, 
the places we will go!, Passport and a 
Toothbrush and The Wanderblogger.

@urbanpixxels
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